JFLA Lecture Series 54

Wooden Chopsticks, Metal Chopsticks: Grab Japanese and Korean Culture through the Languages

Date & Time:
Wednesday, November 7, 2018 7pm

Venue:
The Japan Foundation, Los Angeles
(5700 Wilshire Blvd., #100 Los Angeles, CA 90036)

Street parking is available near JFLA. Click here for parking info.

This event is full.

Co-hosted by Korean Cultural Center, LA

Japan and Korea are neighboring countries that share many similarities and contrasts in customs and language. For example, both countries use chopsticks but did you know that the types of chopstick are different? What other similarities or differences do these countries share? In this lecture, by sampling from various Korean and Japanese video clips, we will explore some unique aspects of the two cultures, especially as it connects to how people communicate with one another. This lecture is for everyone--regardless of your previous knowledge of either country's language. A
welcomed to explore the two cultures with us.

After the lecture, you will enjoy a tasting of Korean and Japanese food and beverages and be able to “grab” an understanding of the two cultures!

ABOUT LECTURER

Don Lee earned his PhD in Linguistics in the department of Asian Languages and Cultures at UCLA, where he specialized in language and interaction. His research interests lie in Korean and Japanese comparative linguistics. He has taught Japanese at UCLA and at local community colleges and is currently a visiting assistant professor of Korean at Claremont McKenna College.
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